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FURTHER GLOBAL NONEXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR

ABSTRACT NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS

BRIAN STRAUGHAN

ABSTRACT.   It is shown that solutions to a nonlinear abstract wave

equation (see equations (2.1)) under specified initial data cannot exist

for all time. Precise estimates for the growth of solutions and the

'escape time' are given.   A similar nonexistence theorem is also proved

for a nonlinear wave equation with dissipation (see equations (3.1)).

1. Introduction.   A subject of recent interest has been global existence

and nonexistence of solutions to nonlinear wave equations (see [3] and the

references therein).   A useful technique in this connection is that of poly-

nomial convexity, developed by Knops,Levine and Payne [2], and Levine

[3]— [6].  These authors show that solutions to abstract wave equations can-

not exist for all time under specified initial data.

The purpose of this note is, in fact, to extend some of the results in

[3] and [6].  In §2, we show that classical solutions to an abstract wave

equation become unbounded after a finite time under specified conditions.

Previously [3], it had been shown that under these same conditions the solu-

tion became unbounded after infinite time.  In ^3, we deal with a 'damped'

abstract wave equation, which in [6] has been shown to contain asa special

case a nonlinear Euler-Poisson-Darboux (E.P.D.) equation.   We prove that

for the abstract equation solutions become unbounded in finite time for cer-

tain initial data.

2. Abstract wave equations.  In this section we shall study the initial-

boundary value problem defined by

Pd2u4dt2 + Ait)u = cJiu),    in [0,T),

(2.1) w(0) = u0,       duiO)/dt = utiO) = v0,

ÍF(0) = 0
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where the notation used is described below.

A comprehensive account of the spaces and operators appearing in, or

in connection with, (2. 1) is given in [3].   Therefore, we content ourselves

with giving a brief exposition of the relevant facts.

Let u  be a mapping, with domain [0, T)   and range  V, where  V  is a

dense linear subspace of a Hilbert space H  such that  V is itself a Hubert

space with norm and inner product |-|, ( , ).   The norm and inner product on

H  ate denoted by  ||-||, (  ,  ) and it is assumed that the injection mapping

from   V onto  H is continuous.

P   and Ait)   ate symmetric linear operators defined on   V  such that  P

is positive definite and A(i)  is positive, i.e.,

{Px, x)> 0,    Vx (^0) e V,

iAx, x)>0,    Wx e V.

We further assume that for all functions  v:  [0, T) —► H  such that vit)   and

vAt) £ V, then  (vit), Ait) vit)) is continuously differentiable; and for all

t e [0, T),

(2.2) QAiv, v)it) à£{M; Ait)vit))-2(vtit), Ait)vit))<0.

J"  is a nonlinear term defined on  V  such that the Frechet derivative of

J   is itself a symmetric, bounded operator on H.

Define the functional  §(x):   V —> R, by

271/    s 1*1   /CT/*   x

§(x) =    J o  (5(&), X) d£.

Then it may be shown (see e.g. [3]) that for any function  w: [0, T) —* V

which is strongly continuous and possesses a strongly continuous derivative

w   (in the  V norm), the following formula is valid,

(2.3) %iwit)) - §M0)) =  f¿ (JiwiO), wM))dÇ.

The existence of a constant a (>0), such that

(2.4) (x, fix)) > 2(2a+ l)§(x)    V* e V

is also assumed.

In [3], the following theorems were proved for a classical solution to

(2.1).  (A classical solution of (2.1) is a function  u: [0, T) —* V, such that

u, u   £ C ([0, T); V), the second derivative u    i£V) is strongly continuous
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in the H norm, and u  satisfies (2.1).   identically.)

Theorem  IL (Levine).  If

(i) ßQ = 2{§(«0) - V2[(uQ, AiO)u0) + (v0, Pv0)]\> 0,

then the {classical) solution of (2.1) can only exist on a bounded interval

[0, T)  and

lim   -(uit), Pu(t)\ = ï c«,

t—T~

where

T<T^m a-l\[ßQ(u0, Pu0) + (u0, Pv0)2]¡A + (uQ, />„„>{-*<«„, PuQ).

If

(ii) <âiu0) = l/2[(u0,A{0)u0) +(v0, PvQ)], and

(iii) (uQ, Pv0)4(uQ, Pu0) = p>0,

then the solution of (2.1) can 072/y exz'sr: 072 a bounded interval [O, T)  and

lim
í—T-
}i™-(u(t), Pu{t))=+<»,

where

T<{2aX)-\

Theorem 2L (Levine).  Suppose that (iii) holds.  Then if

(iv) §(«„) < ^[<V A(0)7,0> + <V(), Pv0)], and

w   ^<»0.,(oK),<vP^-g,,0)<|(2i;vi^^),

i77e?r<? is a constant y (>0)  such that

limitai e~y'(uit), Puit))>0
2—+co

whenever this {classical) solution exists on [O, 00).

Theorem 3L (Levine).   Suppose (iii)   holds and

(vi)        J(2a+ I)"1 ¡^4?rr< ^[(V ¿(0>«o> + H, Pv0>] - §{«0),
<v P"0)¿

(vü) Ji[<» , A(0)«_> +  <i/0, PtO] - §{uQ) < Vi 70'  p"0>.  •
0       ° ° <"0» PV

The statements of Theorems  IL—3L are suitably altered to fit into the

present context.
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lim inf t~2(u{t), Puit)) > 0
Í—+CO

whenever this {classical) solution with  u.   and v„   as initial displacement

and velocity exists on [0, co).

Theorems 2L and 3L state that for appropriately restricted initial data,

solutions of (2.1) become unbounded after an infinite time.  We shall now

establish that under the same conditions, it is possible to reach a similar

conclusion to that of Theorem IL.  That is, a solution of (2.1), under the

conditions of Theorem 2L or Theorem 3L cannot exist for all   / > 0.  In the

proof of Theorem 1, generalizing Theorems 2L and 3L, we derive an explicit

upper bound for the 'escape time' of the solution.  Part (B) of Theorem   1 es-

tablishes a similar conclusion to that of Theorem 3L, when the strict inequal-

ity in (vii) is replaced by equality.

These results are proved by deriving a basic inequality for the positive

definite functional (u(t), Pu{t)).

Theorem 1.  (A)  Let u  be a classical solution to (2.1) subject to con-

ditions (iv) of Theorem 2L and (vii) of Theorem 3L.  Suppose (iii) holds.

Then this solution can only exist on a bounded interval [0, T)  and

lim    (u{t), Puit)) = + co,

t^T

for some T, with

(2.5) T<T*=   r [4l,2F + f/na-2F2(a+1)]-'^F,

where

(2.6)

and

(2.7)

v2 = 2\y2[(u., A(0)O + (vn, PvA] - §iuA\,

Hr 4a2(u0,Pu0)-2^+l)

<»o' P"o>

(B)   Let u  be a classical solution to (2.1) subject to condition (iii) of

Theorem IL. Suppose (vii) of Theorem 3L holds with inequality replaced by

equality.   Then,

(uit), Puit)) >[vt + (u0, Pu0)YA2

r
for all t > 0, whenever this solution exists on LO, co).
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Proof.   Define

F{t) = (u(t),Pu(t)).

Then by the regularity properties of u,

7^2 .    //i   ,   „\c2(2.8) FF" - (1 + a){F')z = 4(1 + a)S2 + 2F\(u, Puu) - i2a+ l)(u(, Put)\,

where S  , given by

S2 = (u, Pu)(uf, Pu) -(u, Pu)2,

is nonnegative by virtue of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

The energy equation for (2.1) is

V2(utit), Put{t)) + Vi(uit), AiOuit)) - %u{ii)

= \ /Ó Q^u'u) d7] + Vl{v^ Pv°} + m°' A(0)"o) " §("°)-

So that on using the differential equation (2. 1), together with (2. 2), (2.4),

(2.6) and (2.9) we see that (2.8) leads to

FF" - (1 + a)(F')2 > 2FKu, J(k)) - (u, Au) - (2a+ 1)^, Pu()\

= 2F<(u, 3{u)) - (u, Au)

(2-10) -(2a+ l)[j"J QA{u, u) dr, + 2§{uit)) - (u, Au)

+ (v0, PvQ) + (u0, Au0) - 2§U0)  i

>-2t,2(2a+l)F.

Further, we gather from (iii) that F (0) > 0, and therefore by continuity,

that either {F~  )    < 0  on [0, co), or there exists at least one point,  rj < co,

such that (F"a(i7))' = 0.

We prove the second alternative leads to a contradiction.

Assume that 77* (<«>)  is the first point such that

(2.11) (F-*(r7*))'=0.

However, F > 0   for t £ [0, 77*], and so (2.10) may be rewritten to give

iF-y < 2a„2(2a+ l)F~(a+1),       t e[0, 77*].

Multiplication by {F~  )  , followed by an integration, then leads to

(2.12) [(F-a(rO)']2-4aVF"(2  +I)W>W0,

for all  t £ [0, 77*], where HQ   is defined in (2.7).
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We now rearrange (2.12) to give

\{F-ait))' - 2au[F-(2a+l)it)]yA

xliF-^t))' +2au[F-(2a+1){t)]yA>H0,       t £ [0, 77*].

By (vii), we see that HQ > 0   and, therefore, neither factor on the left-hand

side of (2.13) can change sign in  [0, 77*], and so the left-hand side of (2.13)

cannot be zero at 77*.   Hence,

(F-a(77*)V  <- 2al,[F-(2a+1V)]'^,

contradicting (2.11).

It therefore follows that (2. 12) is valid for all   t fot which the solution

exists.   Since  F'(t)>0   and (F"a(Ö)' = -aF_(a+1)F'< 0, we see from

(2.12) that

_aF-(a+1V <-(4l,2a2F-(2a+1)+Hn)'/S

F'O)>[4^2FÜ) + tf0a-2F2(a+1>r\

Therefore,

(2.14) iF_ÍF--  >t.
jFo[4,,2F + tf0a-2F2(a+1)]1/2  "

However, the left-hand side of (2.14) is a bounded integral (since F„ 4 0)

for all t > 0. We conclude, therefore, that the interval of existence of the

solution is finite, and statement (A) of the theorem follows.

To prove statement (B), observe that (iv) of Theorem 2L holds in this

case as a result of (iii) and (vii), and HQ = 0.   Assuming now existence of a

solution to (2.1) on [O, co), we define F{t)  as in the proof of (A).   We repeat

the argument of the proof of part (A) until we reach (2.13).  Now, F (0) > 0

and we have assumed {F~  (77*))   = 0.  Since F  is continuously differentiate,

F  cannot, therefore, be zero at 77*  and F (77*) = 0.   From (2. 13) it follows

that

- 2at,[F-í2a+%*)],/¡ x 2al,[F-(2a+1V)]l/2 > 0.

Since  F > 0  on [O, 77*]  this is clearly absurd.   We conclude that F    > 0  for

all  t>0.

It then follows from (2.13) that
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(F-íx)'<_2al,F-(a+'^     Ví>0.

Hence,

F ' > 2vFVl     Vi > 0

and so,

Fit)>{i>t+FVA2     Ví>0

which proves part (B) of the theorem.

Remarks, (i) In [3], a geometric interpretation was given of Theorems

IL —3L. A similar interpretation of Theorems IL and 1 of the present work

may also be given in the notation of [3], but we do not do this here.

(ii)  A comprehensive list of examples of (2.1), and the types of non-

linearities in (2.1) is given in [3].

3.  The abstract wave equation with dissipation.   The object of this

section is to study the equation

£lL+kit)^ + Ait)u = fiu),    in [0, T),
(3.1) dt2 dt

7/(0) = a0,       ut{0) = v0,       ?(0)=0,

where the notation is the same as that used in §2, except that now we ad-

ditionally assume A   is coercive, i.e. there exists  c (> 0)   such that

(3.2) (A(t)x, x)> c\\x\\2,     Vx £ V.

The function  k(t)  is defined by

(3-3) kit) = 2(log fit))',

with  / belonging to the set d, where

&=\g\g £C2{R),g>0,g' >0,4ga2c>g"\.

As an example of such an /, we may take fit) = e    , for a > 0.   Then  k =

2c7 (constant), with  a < + 2<Xc   .  (This particular example is covered in [4].)

In [6], it was shown that global solutions to (3.1) do not exist for

arbitrary choices of initial data when  A(t)  is positive, i.e.   {Ax, x) > 0.  In

particular, attention was paid to a nonlinear form of the E.P.D. equation, in

which  k(t) s l/í, although it was stated that the results carry over for func-

tions k{t) (> 0)   such that, for 8 > 0,

(3.4) lim sup J     exp ( - j    k{r])dr)J ds = + co.
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We shall show that a global nonexistence theorem is still possible

when this class of functions is replaced by the class defined by (3.3),

provided A   is coercive.  However, the result for the nonlinear E.P.D. equa-

tion in [6] is not obtainable from the following theorem (see the remarks

after the proof of Theorem 2).

The example of k{t)   chosen earlier gives us a function which belongs

to the class defined by (3-3), but which does not satisfy (3.4).

The method employed to prove the theorem is a generalisation of the

polynomial convexity technique.

Theotem 2.  Let   u   be a classical solution  to   (3.1)   with   k(t)   =

2(log fit))', and f e (3.  //

(3-5) §iu0) -V2[\\v0\\2 + (%, A{0)u0)] >0,

and

(3-6) 2a/0<V7,0)//>0||2>l,

then a solution to (3.1) can exist only on a finite interval of [0, co)  and

lim    11 m II    = + co,

r-T

where

r<T* = i/(2a<V2VKrWo70)-

Proof.  Let  F{t) = ||u|   .   Then, by the regularity of u, we have

FF"-(1 + a)(F')2 = 4(l + a)S2 + 2F[(u, Kfi>-(1 + 2a)\\u J 2],

where

52 = \\u\\2\\u\\2 -(u,u)2>0,

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.  With the help of (3.1) we may then write

FF" _(l + a)(F')2

> 2F\(u, ?(»)> - (u, A{t)u) - k(t)(u, ut) - (1 + 2a)||^||2i.

A routine calculation shows that the energy equation for (3-1) is

V2 \\utit)\\2 + VAuit), Aiùuit)) - §{uit)) + f!Q k{ri)\\uv\\2 dr,

f 3  ft) 1        n

= i fa QAiu, u) dr, + y2\\vj 2 + y2(uQ, A{0)u0) - §(«„).

A combination of (2.2), (2.4), (3.5) and (3.8) in (3.7) next shows that
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FF" - (1 + o)(F')2 > 4aF(u, Au) - 2k{t)F(u, u()

> 4acF2 - k{t)FF'

(3,9)
>f"F2/af-k{t)FF',

since / £ ff.

On multiplying (3.9) by  afF~^   +  ', we deduce that the functional

— f{t)F~  (t)  is a convex function of time, i.e.,

,2

(3.10) -AA— (f{t)F-a(t)) <0.

After integration, (3.10) yields

Fa{t) >

dt2

fit)f0   F0

lp'   _ f> // IA '

Since (3-6) holds, the theorem follows directly from the last inequality.

In [6], attention was focused on a nonlinear E.P.D. equation.  However,

the writer indicated that the results held for the problem corresponding to

(3.1) when A  > 0.   We can still apply our proof to the case A > 0, but the

end product is weaker than that of [6], because we need condition (3.6) where-

as no such condition is needed in [6].   Furthermore, the result in [6] for the

E.P.D. equation cannot be deduced from Theorem 2, since condition (3.6) pre-

vents  vQ   from being zero, which is the required initial value in view of the

singular coefficient in the E.P.D. equation.

It is worth observing that in [4] the writer obtained a global nonexistence

theorem for another type of abstract wave equation with dissipation.  He, in

fact, obtained sufficient conditions on the initial data in order that solutions

to the equation

Pd2u4 dt2 + Adu/dt + Au = A(u),

where  P, A   and A  ate as in V2, and A   is a symmetric, positive operator,

become unbounded in finite time.

As alternative approaches to the problem of nonexistence, we cite the

papers of Glassey [l] and Tsutsumi [7].  However, for reasons indicated in [3],

the techniques employed by these writers do not give as much information on

the nature of the data set which corresponds to nonglobal solutions, as the

methods of [2]—[6], and the present work.   There are several other important

technical  differences  between  the work of Glassey, Tsutsumi and the present

note, including the method of proof and the classes of nonlinearities discussed.
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Finally, we remark that the results of this paper can easily be extended

to weak solutions, in the manner of [2] and [4].
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